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The
Mezzogravure
Company and
Carlton Studio
New colours reported

Thanks to a regular
supporter of Dummy
Stamps, it is possible to
show here a variant
which “has not seen the
light of day since the
mid-1980s”.

The previously
reported colour
scheme.
Unfortunately, some
vandal has poorly cut
about 5mm from both
vertical sides at some
point in the history of
this attractive item. *
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Harrison - GRBI Dummy

Harrison out on the Road

One further copy surfaces, but is the same as previous

London photograph found

A reader kindly sent in a scan of his GRBI dummy
stamp. Note the lack of tab, so presumably it is
from the middle of a sheet (or tab was torn off by a

The image is not dummy stamp related, but your
compiler was pleased, none-the-less, to be sent the
scan of a Harrison van in Westminster.

^

previous owner, of course). There is also a small
slip of the red colour downwards due to poor
registration. *

McCorquodale Tender Issue
This item soon sold…

Stamp dealer Embassy Philatelists recently sold an
attractive 1879 Tender issue in a bottom marginal
strip of four in black on blued paper for £225. *

It is understood that the photographer was Hans
Richard Griebe and that the date of the image is
sometime in the 1930s, but this is not confirmed. *

Stanley Gibbons / Harrison
Presumably a double pane was created, then severed

Note the unusual right margin to this pair. *
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Cinderella Congress this September

Training Material

Don’t forget to diarise this major event….

Watch out for recently produced items

Plans for the world’s first congress covering
Cinderella stamp material are now at an advanced
stage. Visit www.stampprinters.info/wfcc.pdf to
read a flyer with details about this event. *

Someone has acquired a ‘SPECIMEN / DATE
STAMP’ and is applying it, with varying dates, to
various contrived items.

stampprinters.info

These are being sold on eBay…where else! Buyer
beware, as usual. *

Site updates continue

Work continues to be made to the updating of your
compiler’s website. The outstanding web pages are

slowly matching the intended style of the rest of the
site. Many links to relevant info also now added. *

Chambon Airletter
Rarely offered, this item of postal stationery was spotted too late for your compiler to purchase!
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Bradbury, Wilkinson: An Early DS Useful Website Reminder
Regency Superior offered rare item for high retail price….

Dummy News and Views newsletter from the USA

“GREAT BRITAIN 1861
BRADBURY,
WILKINSON 3d ESSAY
Engraved essay showing
female bust, in black,
without gum, on stamp
paper, produced by
Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co.
Robson-Lowe #19c.

http://www.usstamps.org/committees/dummystamps-study-group/dummy-news-and-views/

Attractive, extremely fine.
Scarce. Makes for a great
showpiece. $1,600.” *

Harrison Gemini Trials

ISP’s
Bureau
Real item…or not

Has anyone seen
this as a dummy
stamp and not
just as a scan? *

Attractive top of sheet block offered by County Philatelic Auctions

The item below is offered in
the 22 July 2016 auction sale
by County with a £220
estimate.
The marginal text is in reverse,
so a black and white ‘flipped’
scan is shown alongside. *
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*

Stamp Security Features: User-definable Screens (aka DataScreen)
How stamps are protected these days against counterfeiting

Dummy Stamps issue 35 described the use of user-definable screens on an issued stamp from America. That
stamp had been printed by the offset printing process and commemorated Padre Felix Varela. The use of the
same technique by Royal Mail on its Machin head Horizon labels utilised the gravure process. (See below)
PWPW of Warsaw has now trialled the use of the process using computer-engraved intaglio. *

Varela by offset process.

Machin head by gravure process.

PWPW security printers of Poland has utilised intaglio with user-definable screens on a dummy miniature sheet.
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Stamp Security Features: User-definable Screens

(continued)

The designer of this unissued miniature sheet (that
was, incidentally, produced for internal use only),
was Krystian Michalczuk.
He studied at the Academy of Fine Arts and lives
in Warsaw, according to his Facebook profile.

Krystian currently is employed by PWPW S.A.

Czesław Miłosz, the subject of the MS Born: 30 June 1911, Szetejnie, Kovno
Governorate, Russian Empire.
Died: 14 August 2004, Kraków, Poland.
Occupation: Poet, prose writer, essayist.
Nationality: Polish.
Citizenship: Polish, American.
Notable awards: The Nobel Prize in
Literature (1980).
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Cartor at Taipei 2015 Stamp Show: A Video of ‘Post and Go’ Dispenses
See the machine in action

The dummy stamp coil produced by Cartor Security
Printing for demo purposes at the above stamp
exhibition has a video on You Tube showing the
machine in use.
This is from a TV news report and Cartor’s labels
are featured prominently. It is unclear what made
this especially news-worthy. A quiet news day?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kf6xrVtwas&f
eature=youtu.be *

Samuel Jones Stamp Papers
New dummy stamps discovered

In Argentina, of all places, your compiler recently found a newly discovered sheet of dummy stamps
originating from Samuel Jones, the paper manufacturer. It states ‘A Wiggins Teape Company’ and with
Shakespeare having died in 1616, it could be 1966 that this sheet appeared - the year that WT took-over SJ.
The top two rows are postage-stamp-like, while the rest are not, so are not enlarged below. The sheet is
slightly larger than A4, so the edges of the full sheet on the next page are slightly cropped in the scan. Note
also that the outer edges on all four sides are imperforate. *
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Harrison Test Stamp Films: Type 1 - ‘Radiating Lines’ Design
Found in the De La Rue factory building following its closure

The imagery below is the result of a visit to the derelict Harrison factory by an enthusiast of Britain’s
vanishing heritage, not by a collector. Among the items left behind after Harrison (De La Rue) vacated the
High Wycombe factory were these films of the ‘radiating lines’ test stamp design. They are reproduced here
with the kind permission of the finder of the items, known online as ‘Mookster’ at derelictplaces.co.uk *

Text element only.

Issued dummy stamp.

The completed artwork film.

The films above are as viewed normally without manipulation.

The above films with their ‘colours’ reversed electronically by your compiler.
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Harrison Test Stamp Films: Type 2 - ‘Butterfly’ Design
The imagery below and opposite is also the result of the visit to the derelict Harrison factory. *

The films above are as viewed normally without manipulation.

The above films with ‘colours’ reversed electronically by your compiler.
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Harrison Test Stamp Films: Type 2 - ‘Butterfly’ Design

(continued)

(left) The film as viewed normally without manipulation.
(right) The film with ‘colours’ reversed electronically by your compiler.

Harrison had used butterflies previously for two of its dummy stamps, but the factory artwork films found
have never been recorded as a printed dummy stamp design. Or does a reader perhaps possess an example?
Note also that the name of the company on the film is shown as HARRISONS, a term that was never
favoured by the owners of the company. Maybe it never progressed to the printing stage?
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Harrison Test Stamp Films: Piles and Piles of Films
The two images depicted below reveal the piles of films left behind at the Harrison factory from where the
‘Radiating Lines’ and ‘Butterfly’ dummy stamp
designs were discovered.
The finder never removed items from the factory,
so this material is lost forever, but at least we now
have some imagery to show in these pages. *

‘Patriots, Maintain the Union! ‘
Complete leaflet image found

The well-known stamp-like label ‘Patriots, Maintain the Union!’, as printed by Harrison and based on its
‘Arms’ dummy stamp, is well known. Less well known are single copies mounted on a small strip of paper,
as below, although this has been shown in Dummy Stamps previously.

>>
<<
This usage has always intrigued your compiler, as the row of perforations on the information sheet at its foot
implied that there was something attached below it.
After many years of searching, the American stamp magazine about Irish philately entitled The Revealer
(April 1975, page 1006) was recently ‘discovered’ and finally the full leaflet has been seen. Unfortunately,
it is a poor, small sized black and white photocopy that was reproduced, but better than nothing. (The orange
label has been superimposed for use here.)
The item (reproduced on next page) gives a better understanding of their intended use. Note how the full
text sheet lacks the red wording that appears on the example above. It is reasonable to assume that
difficulties with mis-use of the label, especially on the face of envelopes, will have necessitated the inclusion
of the additional text. It is likely that the proposed uses for the labels will also have been amended. *
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Harrison / NRM Trials
Rare booklet on offer….at a price!

Stamp dealer Rushstamps has recently been
offering a booklet containing all of the Dutch
NRM samples, and more.
On offer for £2,500, or near offer, it is down from
the £2,750 quoted in their printed price-list.

Coincidentally, a regular reader wrote recently
about these NRM dummy stamps…
“In 1950 to celebrate Harrison & Sons 300th
birthday they reprinted these stamps and they were
put into books given away in very limited numbers
to various customers. See ‘Specimen Stamps of
The Crown Colonies, 1847 - 1948’ by Marcus
Samuel.”
Does any reader happen to know if the above
booklet is the reprinted one from 1950, or is there a
way of telling if it is the original version from much
earlier times? If 1950, it might better explain why
there are non-NRM items contained within.
Incidentally, your compiler wonders whether the
dummy stamps were actually reprinted, or whether
original stock was found in the Harrison premises.

In case anyone can help, the first page from within
this booklet has been cropped to focus on the words
and is reproduced above. *

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.
Thank you. *
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